
GASWorkS™ Example Gathering

Summary

In this example, a new model will be created for a
small gathering system. A BMP file scanned from a
USGS topographic map will be used as a
background for the model schematic. The model will
be created by tracing over the background image.
The system will consist of several wells and a
compressor. The impact of adding a new well to the
system will be analyzed. The resulting base model
will be similar to Figure 1.

Steps

The following assumes that GASWorkS has already
been started. If a model is already open, close it now
using the Close menu item from the File menu list.
Use the following procedure to work this example...

1) Create The New Model

! Select the New menu item from the File menu list.
A File Selection screen will be displayed. Enter a
Filename for the new model and select the Continue
command button. The Graphic Data Interface (GDI)
window will be displayed.

! Resize the GDI window to fill the available
display area by selecting the Maximize GDI Window
icon from the Graphic Window Controls toolbar.

2) Set The Background Image

In most cases the “scale” of a background should be established before using it to create a model. In this case
we will be using a bitmap background image. There are two methods available to set the scale of a bitmap
background image. One sets a calculated value based on information known about the image and the source.
The other method allows the User to manually set the scale by selecting two known points on the image. In
this example we will use the first method.

Figure 1
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Before we can attach the image, we need to determine a few values which will need to be used to properly
set the scale of the image. We will need to know the image resolution and scale of the original document.
For this example the map scale was 1 Inch = 2000 Feet, and the image resolution was 400 dots (pixels) per
inch.

We will also need to determine a value for the upper left X & Y coordinates of the image. This can be
arbitrary and only needs to be large enough to ensure that negative coordinate values aren't encountered. For
this example we will use 100000 Feet for both of these values.

! Now we can attach the background image by selecting the Background Settings menu item from the
Graphics menu list. The Background Image Settings screen will be displayed.

! Select the Attach BMP command button. A File Selection screen will be displayed. A list of the
available BMP files will also be displayed. Select the file named gather.bmp. Select the Continue
command button.

! Select the Calculate Scale Factor command button. The Scale Factor calculation screen will be
displayed.

! For the Image Resolution, enter 400 Pixels Per Inch (DPI). For the Image Scale, enter
2000 Inch = Feet. The Scale Factor will automatically be calculated. The value should be
5.0. Select the Apply command button to set the value.

! Enter 100000 for the Insertion Point (Upper Left Coordinates) X & Y values.

! Select the Save Settings For Selected File command button.

! Select the Apply command button to attach the image.

3) Turn The Display Of The Background On

! Select the Display Background Image icon from the Display Controls toolbar to turn the background on.

4) Pan And Zoom To Display The Image

! Select the Zoom To Fit icon from the View Controls toolbar.

! Zoom and pan the image so that the entire length of the north-south section line between Sections 33 and
34 is visible.
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5) Check The Scale Of The Image

! Measure the length of the section line
between Sections 33 and 34 as shown in Figure
2. Select the Measure Distance icon from the
Graphic Utility Commands toolbar. For the
first point click on the northern section corner.
For the second point click on the southern
section corner. Click the right mouse button or
press the Enter key to end the measurement
selection. The distance will be displayed - what
is the distance? The scaled distance on the
original map was 5190 Feet. The measured
length will not be exact and varies according to
the accuracy of the scanner, the original map,
and how well the measurement points were selected by the User.

6) Set The Default Units & Values

! Select the Set Defaults menu item from the Utilities menu list. The Default Data Values screen will be
displayed.

! On the Dimensional Units tab, select the following values:

Coordinates = Feet
Load = Mcfd
Pipe Flow Rate = Mcfd

Check the remaining values for appropriateness.

! On the Hydraulic Data tab, enter or select the following values:

Pipe Size/Type = 4S Inches
Pipe Equation = Weymouth
Pipe Efficiency = 0.95 Decimal
Node Base Load = 500 Mcfd
Node Elevation = 5400 Feet

Check the remaining values for appropriateness.

Note - The Load value is positive indicating that the value is coming into the system. This represents
the production volumes of the wells.

Figure 2
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Figure 3

! Select the Apply All Values command button to apply the new values to the model. After the
values have been applied, select the OK command button to clear the message, then select the Close
command button to close the screen and save the values.

Note - Use caution when using the “Apply” command buttons on the Default Data Values screen.
Applying values to an existing model will change all pipe and node values which have an associated
default data value - data that has already been set in the model may be overwritten.

7) Set Some Graphic Settings - For convenience, set a few graphic settings before entering the model.

! Select the Settings menu item from the Graphics menu list. The Graphic Settings screen will be displayed.

! In the Settings list, enter the following values:

Flow Arrow Symbol Style = Chevron
Flow Arrow Symbol Size = 2%
Node Symbol Size = 1.5%

! In the Options list, select the following values:

Automatic Pan & Zoom = Selected (Checked)
Display Flow Arrow Once Per Polyline Pipe = Selected (Checked)
Ignore Pipes Outside Display = Unselected (Unchecked)
Query During New Feature Entry = Unselected (Unchecked)

! Select the Close command button to close the screen and save the values.

8) Enter The Piping System

! Zoom and/or pan to the area containing the three wells in the
southwest portion of the image as shown in Figure 3.

! Enter the first pipe by selecting the Add Polyline Pipe icon
from the Graphic Construction Commands toolbar.

! Select the From Node Location by moving the mouse
to the desired location (WELL 1) and pressing the left
mouse button.
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! Select the vertices by moving the mouse to the desired location and pressing the left mouse button.
Continue until all of the remaining points, including the To Node Location (WELL 2), have been
entered. After the To Node Location has been entered, right-click the mouse to terminate the
command.

! Continue entering all of the pipes by the method described above. The model should be similar to Figure
1.

Note - You will need to pan and zoom several times to work your way around the field. Remember to use
the Shift key when pressing the mouse button to ensure that the pipe ends are snapped together.

! When all of the pipes are entered - zoom into the area around the north end of the trunk line, we will add
a compressor here. Pan the image down a bit, then select the Zoom Window icon from the View Controls
toolbar. For the first corner click on a point to the northwest of the desired area. For the second corner click
on a point to the southeast of the desired area.

! After the trunk and branch/lateral lines have been added, add the compressor to the north end of the trunk
line. Select the Add Compressor command from the GDI Command List. When prompted for the From
(Suction/Upstream) Node Location, select the existing node on the end of the trunk line. When prompted for
the To (Discharge/Downstream) Node Location select a point slightly to the north of the first point. When
prompted for the Compressor Size & Type, select Theoretic. When prompted for the Discharge Set Pressure
enter 450. Press the Enter key to end the routine.

Note - The From Node of a compressor represents the inlet side of the compressor. The inlet side of the
compressor must always be connected to the low pressure side of the system.

! Set some additional compressor values by selecting the Edit Pipe Data icon from the Data Edit Commands
toolbar. Select the pipe/element representing the compressor. The Pipe Data screen will be displayed. On the
Hydraulic tab, set the Efficiency to 0.97. Review the other values for appropriateness. Select the Close
command button to save the changes.

! When all of the pipes and the compressor have been entered - zoom the entire image by selecting the Zoom
To Fit icon from the View Controls toolbar.

9) Spot Check The Data

! Use the Trace routine to check the model connectivity. Select the Create Trace icon from the Graphic
Utility Commands toolbar. The Trace Specifications screen will be displayed. For the Trace Style option,
select the Trace All Directions. Set the trace color by clicking in the colored box next to the Trace Highlight
Color item. The Color Pallette will be displayed, select the color Red, then select the OK command button.
Select the Trace command button.
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! Select the Starting Node for the trace by selecting any node in the system. If everything was connected the
trace should color the entire system red (except for the compressor). Are all of the pipes colored red?

! Reset the original colors by typing RESET on the GDI Command Line, then press the Enter key. The pipe
colors will be reset to the currently set values.

10) Enter The Non-Default Data

! In this example a default load value of 500 Mcfd was set before the piping was added. This is a good
number for the wells but is not appropriate for the piping connection (only) nodes. Reset the load at the
piping connection (only) nodes by selecting the Edit Multiple Nodes icon from the Data Edit Commands
toolbar. Select non-well nodes by placing the mouse cursor over the node location and clicking the left mouse
button. When all the nodes have been selected, press the Enter key. The Multiple Edit Specifications screen
will be displayed. Set the Node Load, Base equal to 0, then select the Apply command button. Select the OK
command button to clear the message, then select the Close command button.

! Set the symbol size and type for the well nodes to a unique value. Select the Edit Multiple Nodes icon from
the Data Edit Commands toolbar. Select the well nodes by placing the mouse cursor over the node location
and clicking the left mouse button. When all the nodes have been selected, press the Enter key. The Multiple
Edit Specifications screen will be displayed. Set the Node Symbol Style equal to Sun - Solid, then select the
Apply command button. Select the OK command button to clear the message. Then set the Node Symbol Size
equal to 3%, and select the Apply command button. Select the OK command button to clear the message.
After all changes are complete, select the Close command button.

! Set the loads and pressures around the compressor. Select the Edit Node Data icon from the Data Edit
Commands toolbar. Select the compressor suction (inlet or From) node. When the Node Data screen is
displayed, enter 50 Psi for Pressure and enter 0 Mcfd for the Base Load. Set both the Pressure and Base
Load items to Known (boxes unchecked). Select the Close command button to save the changes.

! Select the compressor discharge (outlet or To) node. Select the Edit Node Data icon from the Data Edit
Commands toolbar. When the Node Data screen is displayed, set the Pressure item to Known (box
unchecked), and the Base Load item to Unknown (box checked). Select the Close command button to save
the changes.
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11) Solve The Model

! Select the Solve icon in the lower-right corner of the GDI window. The Solution Data screen will be
displayed.

! On the Solution Data tab, enter or select the following values:

Convergence Tolerance = 0.1 MMcfd
Reset Unknown Node Pressures To Zero = Selected (Checked)
Smart Processing Of One-Way Segments = Selected (Checked)

Review the remaining solution parameters.

! Select the Solve command button. The Solution Log will be displayed when the solution is
complete. Review the results, then select the Close command button.

12) Review The Results

! Review the solution results by displaying the pressure values. Display the pressure values by selecting the
Set Text Options icon from the Display Controls toolbar. The Text Display Options screen will be displayed.
Set the Display Limit to 40000. In the Node Items list, select (check) the Pressure item. Select the Apply
command button.

Note - The Display Limit can also be set by double-clicking in the associated data box while the image is
displayed to the size (scale) where the text is to be first displayed when zooming in.

! The pressure values may be a little hard to see so let's re-display them with some different settings. Select
the Set Text Options icon from the Display Controls toolbar. The Text Display Options screen will be
displayed. Unselect (uncheck) the Transparent Font, Variable Identifiers, and Dimensional Units options.
Select the Apply command button to update the display. Hopefully the pressure values are easier to see now.
Do the system pressures look OK?

! For clarity, let’s turn some of the node text off. Select the Edit Multiple Nodes icon from the Data Edit
Commands toolbar. Select the desired nodes and press the Enter key when the selection is complete. When
the Multiple Edit Specifications screen is displayed, set the Node Text Display item equal to Off. Select the
Apply command button to make the changes. Select the OK command button to clear the message, then select
the Close command button.

! Also for clarity, let’s move some of the node text values. Select the Move Node Text icon from the Data
Edit Commands toolbar. Select the desired node, then select a new location for the upper-left corner of the
text block. Continue this procedure until the node text is satisfactorily displayed.
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! Review the compressor operating conditions. Double-click on the associated pipe element. Select the
compressor element. On the Calculated tab, review the values in the list. Note the Compression Ratio and
Estimated Power. Select the Cancel command button to close the screen.

! Let’s use the Summary Report to double-check the flows into and out of the system. Select the Summary
menu item from the Report menu list. When the Summary Report Options screen is displayed, select (check)
only the System Summary item, then select the Report command button. Browse through the report and note
the Total Flow In To and Out Of The System values. Are they the nearly the same? Select the Close command
button.

13) Add The Well & Lateral

Now that we have a base model of the existing system let’s add
a new well and review the affect on the existing system.

! Zoom into the southeast portion of the image, near the new
well location, using the Zoom Window routine, as shown in
Figure 4.

! If a node does not already exist to connect the new lateral to,
enter a tap location for the new lateral. Select the Tap Pipe icon
from the Graphic Edit Commands toolbar. Select the trunkline
as the pipe to tap. For the tap location move the mouse to
approximately the location of the BM 5438, then press the left
mouse button.

! Enter the lateral for the new well by selecting the Add
Polyline Pipe icon from the Graphic Construction Commands
toolbar. Select the From Node Location by moving the mouse
to the location of the new well and pressing the left mouse button. Select the vertices by moving the mouse
to the desired location and pressing the left mouse button. Continue until all of the remaining points,
including the To Node Location, have been entered. For the To Node Location, select the node at the new
tap. After the To Node Location has been entered, press the right mouse button to terminate the command.

! If a new node was created, set the load at the new tap node by selecting the Edit Node Data icon from the
Data Edit Commands toolbar. On the Hydraulic tab, set the Base Load value to 0 Mcfd. Select the Close
command button to save the change.

Figure 4
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14) Re-Solve The Model

Select the Solve icon in the lower-right corner of the GDI window. The Solution Data screen will be
displayed. Review the solution parameters, then select the Solve command button. The Solution Log will be
displayed. Review the results, then select the Close command button.

15) Review The New Results

Review the solution results. Use the Zoom To Fit command to display the entire image. In a gathering system
it is critical to ensure that the well pressures remain at or below a certain level. For this example the limiting
pressure is 90 Psi. By adding the new well the system pressure drop has increased and consequently the
system pressure at the other wells has increased (because the compressor suction pressure is fixed). Some
system modifications are required to bring the well pressures back down. We could lower the compressor
suction pressure, increase some line sizes, reduce some well flow rates, or add a loop line to a portion of the
system. Looping is a common practice for "de-bottle-necking" these types of systems, so let's use that method
for our example.

16) Add A Loop Line

! Zoom into the area around the northern segment of the trunkline using the Zoom Window command.

! Add the loop line by selecting the Add Polyline Pipe icon from the Graphic Construction Commands
toolbar. For the From Node Location, select the node on the south end of the segment (you may need/want
to turn the snap mode back on). Sketch the new line in by entering a couple of vertices to offset the line to
the west of the existing segment. For the To Node Location, select the node on the suction side of the
compressor. After the To Node Location has been selected, press the right mouse button to terminate the
entry process.

17) Re-Solve The Model

Select the Solve icon in the lower-right corner of the GDI window. The Solution Data screen will be
displayed. Review the solution parameters, then select the Solve command button. The Solution Log will be
displayed. Review the results, then select the Close command button.

18) Review The New Results

! Review the solution results. Use the Zoom To Fit command to display the entire image. Are the pressures
OK?
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! Review the compressor operating conditions. Select the Edit Pipe Data icon from the Data Edit Commands
toolbar. Select the compressor element. Review the calculated values. Note that the Compression Ratio has
not changed, however the Estimated Power value has increased. This is because the suction and discharge
pressures have not changed, however the flow through the compressor has increased because of the addition
of the new well. Select the Close command button.

Notes & Considerations

! In this example, an existing BMP file was used to create a background to trace over. We set the scale of
the image when it was attached. By tracing the piping system over the background, the lengths and locations
of the new pipes were then entered to scale based on the scale of the image.

! If the scale of the original document and resolution of the image are not known, the image scale could be
manually set using the distance between two known points on the image using the Scale Background Image
command found in the GDI Command List.

! The bitmap file used in this example was relatively small in physical size. As a consequence the resolution
of the image was pretty good. Much of the text and line work was readable. As the physical size of the
bitmap file increases, the resolution of the displayed image may decrease and the amount of memory required
to display it will likely increase. Using a very large bitmap file may result in a background image whose
resolution is unacceptable or whose memory requirements cause unacceptable performance issues.

! Multiple background images may be attached to a model to allow creating a mosaic or composition of
images to support the associated model.

! The model loads only represent "generic" well flows. If this were a model of an existing system we could
get actual flow values from the well production logs. Or if this were a new system, we could get the flow
values from the well performance test, or from a predictive well flow model.

! A default pipe efficiency of 0.95 was used in this example. If this were a model of an existing system, we
would want to calibrate the model before performing any what-if scenarios with it. This is especially critical
for gathering systems containing water or hydrocarbon liquids. Field recorded pressure and flow values can
be used to determine the actual efficiency values for each pipe segment.

! Compressors are modeled in GASWorkS as a "black-box". During the solution, GASWorkS only cares
that the "box" is a compressor, it doesn't care what's inside. When the solution is complete, the reporting
routines use the "what's inside" information to calculate the compressor's operating parameters. A pressure
must be known on at least one side of the compressor - in this case both sides were known.

! An efficiency of 97 % (0.97) was used for the compressor. When used for a compressor element the
efficiency represents the total mechanical efficiency of the unit. For actual applications these values can
usually be obtained from the compressor’s technical specifications.
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! In this example the wells were modeled as a single point source. GASWorkS will also allow wells to be
modeled as flow elements. When a well is modeled as a flow element, its performance characteristics must
be included and are used to adjust the flow from the well, based on the downstream system pressures. The
best method to use for modeling a well is dependent on the required accuracy and application that the model
results will be used for, and upon whether the well performance data is available.
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